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[magus.immortalis] wrote:
My aura is really big. And it gets in the way. Is there some way to make it
smaller?

[En Haradren Amlug] wrote:
Care to go into a bit more detail? Why is it big, if you know? How is it in the
way?

Also you can find this information on the JoS and using a bit of intuition.

Hail Satan! Praise the True Gods of Old!

-En Haradren Amlug.

[magus.immortalis] wrote:
A lot of personal information, but I feel I should tell the group because it's
important.

I am going through a kundalini awakening right now, and my aura merged
with my merkaba disc (I wrote about this in the Advanced Meditation
group some months back) and now my aura is over 100 feet in diameter.
I feel trucks, cars, people from very far away… walking, moving. The
downside to having such a big aura is that whenever I read the posts on
JoS groups, and look at people's profiles on FB, I feel them. My aura
overwhelms theirs. I merge with them. It's more intimate to me than sex (I
apologize, as it is NOT my intention. I do my best to ignore what and who
I am feeling and detach as soon as possible.) The only way to stop this
from happening was a) stop going on the groups to read posts. I don't
even need to read the post, just looking at the name of the poster ties me
into them; b) make my aura smaller.

Since JoS yahoo groups are my home and where I also learn more and
talk to my brothers and sisters, I chose the latter.

A side note: I physically contract a muscle in my front extension to avoid

https://groups-archive.org/viewtopic.php?p=109722&sid=8b0602c488513a9a5f59f4b696ba5fef#p109722


tying into people. It works pretty well, but it gets tiring. No worries, I do it
anyways. (I don't have this problem in person, only over the Net.)

I made my aura smaller and this problem went away. However, new
problems arose within the same day: I felt weaker, and got very sick. The
next day my nose started running and got plugged up and I got attacks
from the enemy because they saw I had purposefully weakened myself
as to not annoy other people with the astral merging problem.

The bigger the aura, the stronger it can get. This is what I learned. My
aura weakened when it shrunk in size. I weakened.

I made it bigger now, I won't go into details how. When you get to a
certain level in meditations you know what to do. I don't know why I
posted my original question. Guess I was annoyed, had to learn the hard
way how things work.

Maybe some good will come out of this post after all. :p

I felt led to explain the above.

When you begin your kundalini awakening, the only way to go is forward.
In some cases you go backwards and your vibration drops and you can
get sick, physically. This is what I learned, from my experience. I have
gone backwards before (with other things in my kundalini process) in this
process and I have experienced flu like symptoms that took more than
one week to go away.

Hail Satan and the True Gods of Hell forever!

I couldn't leave my aura to be like this, seriously. I tried to 'decompress it'. In
large crowds I would feel I was seriously going insane and crazy, each madam's
concerns and their money issues or other pains. Also, I don't want my aura and
generally being to expand over the beings of the kikes, as having your aura over
someone can be quite energizing in some cases… Unless you have
programmed it to rip them to shreds without their conscious knowledge or
knowledge at any level [tippy tip ]. I remember when I used to go outside, I
would get onto my bed having so many thoughts and feelings of insanity that I
wanted to end my life. If my intention was very powerful, like killing someone or
something, sometimes they could feel it strongly, or anything. If I would 'lie' about



something, it would be too known by some individuals. This wasn't good for me. I
was having mental problems I never thought on about, feeling like I was in 100
bodies simultaneously sometimes. Also, the physical aura, the astral aura and
the mental aura are quite different. One body, if it had an aura of 100 feet,
physically, that would be extraordinary and you would be able to do… Many
many things. I on purpose uncompressed my aura by programming it, in all
levels, to be around 45-60 cm from my physical body.

If in any case I need this, I de-compress my aura by programming to decompress
fully. I don't want to risk my sanity because anyone around me is having
goddamn issues, neither I want all these stares like what the fuck is this guy
doing. Sometimes I would be so high it would be at least unfunny. At other times,
a family member was at another room and I was sharing their dreams
involuntarily. This was not long ago. I too attracted ghosts and spirits when I was
meditating and they were asking me questions, but for most of the time I heard
gibberish. I know from this experience that the dead are very sad about being
dead and they really see us as their saviors. Because they know that in the 'other
side' none did help them of who they expected.
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